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WHAT IS IT ?

The Virtual Comchek is a new way to issue digital payments used for over-the-
road expenses. Instead of the traditional paper Comchek, the Virtual Comchek 
is issued digitally to a driver's phone or tablet and runs through the merchant's 
point-of-sale system, providing a more secure way to make payments.

Virtual Comchek provides fleets, drivers and merchants with an easier way to 
pay, and accept payment.  

Safe, secure payment 
is complete

Driver presents 
Virtual Comchek 
for payment

Merchant enters 
card number 
in the point-of-sale
 system

HOW DOES IT WORK?
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Comdata’s Virtual Comchek provides fleets and drivers 
with a better way to pay

1.  What is Virtual Comchek?
Virtual Comchek is a payment method delivered digitally and used for over-the-road expenses.

2.  How is this different from traditional Comcheks?
Traditional Comcheks are presented as paper checks to pay for services, whereas a Virtual 
Comchek is a completely virtual form of payment delivered via email to a mobile phone or tablet.

3.  How do I process a Virtual Comchek?
Using an existing point-of-sale (POS) Mastercard payment system, the card details are presented by 
the driver to be entered, and the payment is processed.

4.  Why is a Virtual Comchek a CNP transaction?
A CNP transaction indicates a “Card Not Present” transaction, similar to a phone or web order, 
“CP”, or “Card Present” transactions indicate a physical card was swiped at point-of-sale.

5.  Can the Virtual Comchek be processed like a paper Comchek?
A Virtual Comchek needs to be processed through a point-of-sale Mastercard payment system. 
If merchants attempt to process a Virtual Comchek like a paper Comchek, they will receive an 
“Invalid” response.

6.  What if the Virtual Comchek transaction is declined?
Verify the amount being charged does not exceed the value on the card, and if the amount is less, 
verify with the company that the option to charge the exact amount is not enabled.

7.  Why is Virtual Comchek better than traditional forms of payment?
Virtual Comchek provides a mobile payment solution that offers drivers and fleets greater control, 
visibility, and immediate access to funds, while offering merchants streamlined payment processing.


